Currently Open on Saturday 9:00 - 12:00 until August 31
RD Offers Some of the Fastest Production Times
- Since all of our doors are made at our local plant in Concord,
our production time is about a week or so and is faster than the
months-long wait time of other companies who outsource their
doors beyond our province.
- Our “Rush” Services can have your doors made in 3 or 5 days
guaranteed, this can help you quickly close out your job so you
can start your next one.
- Custom sized doors can be made just as quickly, you can
finish up your project with odd sizes in no time.
- Do you need 1-3/4” doors at 8 ft. tall? Royal Door can have
them made in about a week, no waiting for imported goods.
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Old homes
usually have
door styles that
are not around
anymore, we
can match these
unique rail sizes
and odd panel
layouts in any
sizes you need.

Contractor Season is Upon Us
All of Our Doors Are Solid Wood
- All-natural products expand in warm weather and
contract when it gets cold, wood is no different and small
allowances are made in our doors to compensate for
these shifts in temperatures.
- If you cannot paint your doors right away, at least
prime them (all six sides) to prevent moisture absorption.
- Cutting doors to fit odd sizes changes the aesthetics and
can weaken the internal structure, this will lead to doors
not lining up with each other and offset features.
- Our doors are solid wood and can be drilled into, so
hardware/hangers/knockers/peep holes/tracking can
all be installed without destroying the door.
-Any of our panels can be changed with glass/mirror,
which can be a simple way of keeping a consistent style
while giving a different look.

Door of the Month
- the SAM profile is
a great way to add
a subtle touch of
depth to your doors.
- more of a tradtional
look, the applied
moulding can help
make your doors
come to life.
- A popular profile
for older homes,
use Royal Door to
keep the continuity
that is difficult to
find elswhere.

#573 SAM

